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• One utterance = One sentence.

• Blank lines are not allowed.

• Utterances should end with an 

utterance terminator. (./?/!)

• Use commas if it is necessary.



• Numbers should be written in letters

ex) 5minutes (x), five minutes (o)

• Main tiers :

*AD1, *AD2 = participants’ utterances.

• Dependent tiers:%ort, %gls, %exp, %com 



-Transcribed according to the 
dictionary orthography. 

- use colon (:) to mark lengthening.

e.g)
*MOT: 붕:.
*MOT: 우와:.

-Transcribed as phonetical sounds 
on main tier.

- Transcribed correctly on ort tiers.

e.g-1) 
*MOT: 여긴가? 

%ort: 여기인가? (X)

e.g-2) 
*MOT: 여긴가? 

%ort: 여기인가? (X)



-Transcribed as phonetical sounds 
on main tier.

- Transcribed correctly on com tiers.

e.g)
*MOT: 고.
%com: (English)go.



-One sentence = One utterance
-Transcribed as (…) for long pause.

-Transcribed on each line.

-the one whose beginning time is        

earlier must precede the one with a            
later beginning time.e.g) 

*MOT: 안에 새가 있고, (..) 새가 방울을
물고 있어.



-The [/] symbol is used for repetition

-If more than two words are repeated,                         
use <> and [/].

e.g)
*BET: <I wanted> [/] I wanted to invite Margie.
*MOT: 아기 [/] 아기 여우랑 <엄마 여우> [/] 엄마 여우도 있어.



- xxx = Sound that cannot be heard.

- @b = unmeaning babbling. e.g) 피카@b, 버버버@b

- @u = Words that cannot be interpreted.

- @wp = Word play

(a play on words, usually onomatopoeia with lengthening(:))

e.g) *MOT: 짜자자잔:@wp.
*MOT: 슝슝슝슝슝슝슝슝슝@wp.



-%gls(Gloss tier) = to provide a “translation” of the child's utterance into the 

adult language.

e.g-1)
*CHI: 이꺼 꺼꺼이인데.

%gls: 이거 코끼리인데.

*MOT: 아, 이거 코끼리야?

e.g-2)
*CHI: 므@u 기.

%gls: 므@u 기린.



& = Word fragment
The & symbol can be used at the beginning of a string to 
indicate that the following material is just a phonological 
fragment or piece of a word.

e.g) *MOT: &t &t &k can't you go?



- &= : Non-linguistic expressions

e.g) *MOT:&=laughs.
*CHI: &=sneezes.
*CHI: &=cries.
*CHI: &=coughs.
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- Write @End on the last line. - Mode → Check opened file
to check the transcription



- Mode → Check opened file
to check the transcription

-Errors will appear above    
the waveform




